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Let A, B, and C be modules over a unital ring R such that C is Noetherian and
A [ C ( B [ C. Even though A and B need not be isomorphic, we show that
they have isomorphic submodule series, and, equivalently, that A and B are
indistinguishable by functions on the category of R-modules that respect short
exact sequences. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, R will be a fixed unital ring. R-Mod, the
category of left R-modules, and R-Noeth, the full subcategory of all
Noetherian left R-modules.
An old and important question of module theory is the following.
Suppose we have modules A, B, C g R-Mod such that A [ C ( B [ C.
What can be said about the relationship between A and B? In particular,
is A ( B?
In the most general case, A and B could be quite different. For
example, if A s C is a free R-module with an infinite basis, and B s 0,
then A [ C ( B [ C, even though A and B are completely unrelated.
Thus we are led to consider various finiteness conditions on the mod-
ules. For example, suppose A, B, and C are Noetherian modules. It is well
known that, in this situation, A [ C ( B [ C does not imply that A ( B.
w xOne standard example of this, due to Kaplansky and Swan 9 , is the
following:
w x  2 2 2 .EXAMPLE 1.1. Let R s R X, Y, Z r X q Y q Z y 1 , the coordi-
nate ring of the unit sphere. We will write x, y, z for the images of X, Y, Z
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in R. Let h: R [ R [ R ª R be the R-module homomorphism defined by
 .  .h a, b, c s ax q by q cz. Since h x, y, z s 1, this homomorphism is sur-
jective. Let P s ker h. Then we get the short exact sequence
h
0 ª P ª R [ R [ R ª R ª 0.
 .Since R is projective, this sequence splits to give R [ R [ R ( P [ R.
w xIn 9, Theorem 3; 8, 11.2.3 a topological argument is used to show that
P \ R [ R.
In spite of this failure of cancellation up to isomorphism, we will show in
the main theorem of this paper, Theorem 5.5, that if A [ C ( B [ C with
C g R-Noeth, then A and B have isomorphic submodule series. That is,
there are submodule series 0 s A F A F ??? F A s A and 0 s B F0 1 n 0
B F ??? F B s B and a permutation of the indices s , such that1 n
A rA ( B rB for i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i iy1 s  i. s  i.y1
We show that this is true for the example above.
 .EXAMPLE 1.1 continued . It is easily checked that the homomorphism
 .  .  . .t : R [ R [ R ª P given by t a, b, c s a, b, c y h a, b, c x, y, z is
the projection from R [ R [ R onto P. Thus P is generated by
 .  .  .t 1, 0, 0 , t 0, 1, 0 , and t 0, 0, 1 .
 .  .Note that t x, y, z s 0 and, more generally, t a, b, c s 0 if and only if
 .  .a, b, c is a multiple of x, y, z . With this fact, a simple calculation shows
that t is monic when restricted to R [ R [ 0, so that the submodule
 .  .  .Q s t R [ R [ 0 s Rt 1, 0, 0 q Rt 0, 1, 0 is isomorphic to R [ R.
To investigate the quotient module PrQ we define the homomorphism
 .  .g : R ª PrQ by g c s t 0, 0, c q Q. This homomorphism is surjective
by construction and a calculation shows that ker g s Rz. Thus PrQ (
RrRz.
Since R is a domain, we also have Rz ( R. Thus 0 F Q F P and
0 F R [ Rz F R [ R are isomorphic submodule series for P and R [ R
with factors isomorphic to R [ R and RrRz.
The natural way to prove the theorems of this paper is to record the
information we need about the categories R-Mod and R-Noeth in a
 .monoid, to be called M R-Mod , and then use theorems about monoids to
prove cancellation rules for modules. Thus, in Section 2 we define strongly
separative, refinement, and Artinian monoids, and show in Theorem 2.9
 .how they are related. In Section 3 we construct the monoid M R-Mod
 .with submonoid M R-Noeth , and show its universal property. In Section 4
 .we define a monoid homomorphism Klen from M R-Noeth to an Ar-
 .tinian monoid which is needed to apply Theorem 2.9 to M R-Noeth .
 .Finally, in Section 5 we prove that M R-Noeth is strongly separative and
show some important consequences of this fact for module cancellation
questions.
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w xThe results of this paper form a part of the author's Ph.D. thesis 3 . The
author thanks Pere Ara for valuable suggestions made at the draft stage of
this paper, and Ken Goodearl for help at all stages in its evolution.
2. STRONGLY SEPARATIVE, REFINEMENT AND
ARTINIAN MONOIDS
The monoids to be constructed in this paper arise from categories of
modules. Since the objects of such a category do not, in general, form a
set, we must allow the possibility that the elements of a monoid might
form a proper class. Thus we will consider a monoid to be a class with an
associative operation and an identity element.
All monoids in this paper will be commutative, so we will write q for
the monoid operation and 0 for the identity element of all monoids, unless
 4this conflicts with an existing usage. We write 0, ` for the two element
monoid such that ` q ` s `.
 .Every monoid M has a translation invariant preorder defined by
a F b m 'c g M such that a q c s b.
We will need to distinguish certain submonoids of M which behave well
with respect to this order:
PROPOSITION 2.1. For a nonempty subclass I of a monoid M, the follow-
ing are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .1 ;a, b g M a, b g I m a q b g I
 .  .  .2 I is a submonoid of M and ;a, b g M a F b g I « a g I
 . y1 .  43 I s g 0 for some monoid homomorphism g : M ª 0, ` .
Proof. This is easy.
DEFINITION 2.2. A nonempty subclass I of a monoid M satisfying any
of the conditions of this proposition is called an order ideal of M.
An order ideal, I : M, is a subclass of a monoid which not only
preserves the monoid operation, but also the order. More precisely, if
a, b g I then a F b with respect to the preorder defined in I if and only if
a F b with respect to the preorder defined in M.
In the semigroup literature, an ideal of a commutative subgroup S is
defined to be a subset J : S such that a G b g J implies a g J. Such a
subset of a commutative monoid M would be a subsemigroup but not, in
general, a submonoid of M.
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PROPOSITION 2.3. For a monoid M, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .1 ;a, b, c g M a q c s b q c and c F a « a s b
 .  .  .2 ;a, b g M 2 a s a q b « a s b
 .  .  .3 ;a, b, c g M a q 2c s b q c « a q c s b
 .  .  .   . .4 ;a, b, c g M ;n g N a q n q 1 c s b q nc « a q c s b
 .  . .  . .5 ;a, b g M ;n g N n q 1 a s na q b « a s b
 .  . .   .6 ;a, b, c g M ;n g N a q c s b q c and c F n a q b «
.a s b .
 .Proof. The equivalence of 1]5 is easy to prove, and 1 is an easy
 .  .  .  .consequence of 6 , so we prove here only that 4 and 5 imply 6 .
 .Suppose a q c s b q c with c F n a q b for some n F N. Then there
X X  . Xis some c such that c q c s n a q b . Adding c to the equation a q c s
 .  .  .b q c gives n q 1 a q nb s na q n q 1 b. Using 4 , we can cancel nb
 .  .from both sides of this equation to get n q 1 a s na q b. Then, from 5 ,
we get a s b.
w xDEFINITION 2.4. A monoid M is strongly separati¨ e 2 if it satisfies any
of the conditions of the preceding proposition.
 .In the remainder of this section, we will use 1 of Proposition 2.3 as our
definition of strong separativity.
The second monoid property that we will need to discuss is refinement:
w xDEFINITION 2.5. A monoid M has refinement 10, 4, 12 if for all
a , a , b , b g M with a q a s b q b , there exist c , c , c , c g M1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 11 12 21 22
such that
a s c q c , a s c q c1 11 12 2 21 22
b s c q c , b s c q c .1 11 21 2 12 22
It is convenient to record refinements using matrices. The refinement of
a q a s b q b from the definition would be written1 2 1 2
b b1 2
a c c1 11 12 .a c c /2 21 22
 .This means that the sum of the entries in each row column equals the
 .entry labeling the row column .
For the proof of the next two lemmas, we note that a refinement monoid
M has the following easily proved decomposition property: If a, b , b ,1 2
. . . , b g M with a F b q b q ??? qb , then there are a , a , . . . , a g Mn 1 2 n 1 2 n
such that a s a q a q ??? qa and a F b , for i s 1, 2, . . . , n.1 2 n i i
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LEMMA 2.6. Let M be a refinement monoid, a , b , c g M such that0 0 0
a q c s b q c with c F a . Then there is a refinement matrix0 0 0 0 0 0
b c0 0
d aa 1 10
c  /b c0 1 1
such that c F a .1 1
w xProof. This proof is extracted from 2, Lemma 2.7 where it is used to
show a related result.
From a q c s b q c we get a refinement matrix of the form0 0 0 0
b c0 0
X Xa d a0 .X X /c b c0
Since cX F c F a s dX q aX, we can write cX s dY q c where dY F dX and0 0 1
c F aX. Since dY F dX, we can write dX s dY q d . Setting a s dY q aX and1 1 1
b s dY q bX gives the required refinement matrix. Further, we have c F1 1
X X Ya F a q d s a .1
In a refinement monoid, we can get cancellation results for a q c s b q
c similar to those of Proposition 2.3 even if the whole monoid is not
strongly separative. What is needed is that c lies in a strongly separative
order ideal:
LEMMA 2.7. Let I be a strongly separati¨ e order ideal in a refinement
monoid M. Then
 .  . .  .1 ;a, b g M ;c g I a q c s b q c and c F a « a s b
 .  . . .   .2 ;a, b g M ;c g I ;n g N a q n q 1 c s b q nc «
.a q c s b
 .  . . .   .3 ;a, b g M ;c g I ;n g N a q c s b q c and c F n a q b
.« a s b .
Proof.
 .1 Since c F a we can use Lemma 2.6 to get the refinement matrix
b c
a d a1 1 /c b c1 1
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with c F a . We have a , b , c F c, so a , b , c g I. Since I is strongly1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
separative, the equation a q c s b q c implies a s b . Thus a s d1 1 1 1 1 1 1
q a s d q b s b.1 1 1
 .  .  .2 We have a q c q nc s b q nc with c F a q c, so using 1 , we
can cancel c repeatedly to get a q c s b.
 . n n3 Since c F na q nb, we can write c s  a q  b whereis1 i is1 i
a F a and b F b for i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Thusi i
n n n n
a q a q b s b q a q b .   i i i i
is1 is1 is1 is1
 .For each i s 1, 2, . . . , n we have a , b F c, so a and b are in I. Using 1 ,i i i i
these elements can be canceled from the above equation one by one to
leave a s b.
Notice in Lemma 2.6 that we started with the hypothesis of Proposition
 .2.3 1 and produced similar relationships a q c s b q c with c F a ,1 1 1 1 1 1
for elements a , b , and c such that a F a , b F b , and c F c .1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Repeated application of the lemma then gives a chain of such relation-
ships, a q c s b q c with c F a , for n s 1, 2, . . . , such that a G an n n n n n 0 1
G a G ??? , b G b G b G ??? and c G c G c G ??? . If we can limit2 0 1 2 0 1 2
these descending chains by some chain condition then we can get strong
separativity in the monoid.
Since a monoid M has, in general, a preorder rather than a partial
order, it could have distinct elements a, b such that a F b F a. This would
allow the ``strictly decreasing'' sequence a G b G a G b G ??? . To avoid
this problem we will define our descending chain condition as follows:
DEFINITION 2.8. Let M be a monoid.
 .1 If X : M is a subclass, then a g X is minimal in X if for all
b g X, b F a implies a F b.
 .2 M is Artinian if every nonempty subclass of M has a minimal
element.
If the monoid M happens to be partially ordered by the relation F ,
then these definitions coincide with the usual ones for partially ordered
classes.
 .  .Two simple examples of Artinian monoids are N, q and Ord, max ,
where Ord is the class of ordinal numbers.
THEOREM 2.9. Let M be a refinement monoid and K an Artinian monoid.
 .  .If there is a monoid homomorphism s : M ª K such that s 2 a F s a
implies a s 0 for any a g M, then M is strongly separati¨ e.
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Proof. Suppose a, b, c g M such that a q c s b q c and c F a. We
will show that a s b.
Define
X X X X 4 < X X X X X X X XT s a , b , c , d g M a q c s b q c , a s d q a , b s d q b  .
and cX F aX .4
Let C : M be the projection of T onto the third component. C is not
 .  .empty since a, b, c, 0 g T. Let c g C be chosen such that s c is0 0
 .  .minimal in s C , and let a , b , d be such that a , b , c , d g T.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
From Lemma 2.6, there is a refinement of a q c s b q c ,0 0 0 0
b c0 0
d aa 1 10
c  /b c0 1 1
 . such that c F a . Thus a q c s b q c , a s d q d q a , b s d q1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
.  .d q b , that is, a , b , c , d q d g T and c g C. Since c F c , we1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
 .  .  .  .have s c F s c , and then the minimality of s c implies s c F1 0 0 0
 .s c .1
 .  .  .  .  .From c F a , we get 2s c F 2s c F s c q s a s s c q a1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
 .s s c . By our hypotheses, this implies c s 0. Thus a s b and a s d0 0 0 0 0
q a s d q b s b.0 0 0
To prove the main theorem of this paper, we will use Theorem 2.9, but it
is nonetheless worthwhile to note the special case when M and K
coincide:
COROLLARY 2.10. If M is an Artinian refinement monoid such that for all
a g M, 2 a F a implies a s 0, then M is strongly separati¨ e.
For other cancellation properties of Artinian refinement monoids, see
w x3 .
3. MONOIDS FROM MODULES
The purpose of the current section is to construct monoids which will
encode the properties of certain subcategories of R-Mod with respect to
short exact sequences.
DEFINITION 3.1. A Serre subcategory of R-Mod is a full subcategory S
of R-Mod such that for every short exact sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0
in R-Mod, B g S if and only if A, C g S .
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In particular, a Serre subcategory is closed under taking submodules,
factor modules, and finite direct sums. The zero module is an object in any
Serre subcategory. The only Serre subcategories we will need for this
paper are R-Noeth and R-Mod.
Though we are using here the nomenclature and notation of category
theory, we will only be interested in full subcategories of R-Mod. So we
will think of categories as subclasses of the objects of R-Mod, and modules
as elements, rather than objects, of these categories.
For each Serre subcategory of S of R-Mod we will construct a monoid
 .M S whose elements are equivalence classes of modules:
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A, B g R-Mod. Then two submodule series 0 s
A F A F ??? F A s A and 0 s B F B F ??? F B s B are isomor-0 1 n 0 1 m
phic if n s m and there is a permutation of the indices, s , such that
A rA ( B rB for i s 1, 2, . . . , n. In this situation we will say Ai iy1 s  i. s  i.y1
and B have isomorphic submodule series and write A ; B.
It is clear that isomorphism of submodule series is an equivalence
relation, and that if 0 s A F A F ??? F A s A and 0 s B F B F ???0 1 n 0 1
F B s B are two isomorphic submodule series then any refinement ofn
one of these series induces an isomorphic refinement of the other series.
The most important property of submodule series is the Schreier refine-
ment theorem which says that any two submodule series in a module have
isomorphic refinements. This is exactly what is needed to make ; an
equivalence relation.
PROPOSITION 3.3. ; is an equi¨ alence relation on R-Mod.
Proof. Reflexivity and symmetry are trivial, so it remains to check
transitivity.
Suppose A ; B and B ; C. From the first relation we get isomorphic
submodule series 0 s A F A F ??? F A s A and 0 s B F B F ??? F0 1 n 0 1
B s B. From the second relation we get isomorphic submodule seriesn
0 s BX F BX F ??? F BX s B and 0 s C F C F ??? F C s C. From0 1 m 0 1 m
the Schreier refinement theorem, the two series in B have isomorphic
refinements. These new isomorphic submodule series in B induce isomor-
phic refinements in A and C. Hence A ; C.
w xWe will write A for the ; -equivalence class containing A g R-Mod.
Note that the zero module by itself is a ; -equivalence class, that is,
w x  40 s 0 .
If S is a Serre subcategory of R-Mod and A g S then the factors of
any submodule series for A are also in S . So, in particular, if B g R-Mod
with B ; A then B g S . Thus S is a union of ; -equivalence classes.
LEMMA 3.4. If A, B, C g R-Mod, then A ; B « A [ C ; B [ C.
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Proof. Let 0 s A F A F ??? F A s A and 0 s B F B F ??? F B0 1 n 0 1 n
s B be isomorphic submodule series. Then it is easily checked that
0 F A [ C F A [ C F ??? F A [ C s A [ C and 0 F B [ C F B0 1 n 0 1
[ C F ??? F B [ C s B [ C are isomorphic submodule series in A [ Cn
and B [ C.
This lemma has the immediate consequence that if A ; B and C ; D
then A [ C ; B [ D. That is, [ induces a well defined operation on the
; -equivalence classes. Since a Serre subcategory is closed under finite
direct sums, [ induces a well defined operation on the ; -equivalence
classes which are contained in it. We formalize this in the following
definition.
DEFINITION 3.5. Let S be a Serre subcategory of R-Mod. We will
 .write M S for Sr; , the class of ; -equivalence classes of S , and
 . w x w x w xdefine the operation q on M S by A q B s A [ B for all A, B g
S .
  . . M S , q is, in fact, a commutative monoid and, by Proposition 3.8, a
.refinement monoid . Rather than proving this directly we will use the
following more general and useful proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let S be a Serre subcategory of R-Mod, N a class with
a binary operation q, and L: S ª N, a function. Then the following
properties of L are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .  .i L B s L A q L C whene¨er 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 is a short
exact sequence in S .
 .  .  .  .ii L A s L B for any A, B g S with A ; B, and L A [ B s
 .  .L A q L B for all A, B g S .
 .If either property is true, then L S is a commutati¨ e monoid with identity
 .  .  .  .element L 0 . Also, for A g S , we ha¨e L A s L A q L A1 2
 .q ??? qL A where A , A , . . . , A are the successi¨ e factors of any sub-n 1 2 n
module series for A.
 .  .Proof. We show first that i implies ii , and at the same time we prove
the other claims of the proposition:
 .1 For any A, B g S , the obvious exact sequence 0 ª A ª A [ B
 .  .  .ª B ª 0 implies L A [ B s L A q L B .
id .2 Let A g S . Then the exact sequences 0 ª A ª A ª 0 ª 0 and
id  .  .  .  .  .0 ª 0 ª A ª A ª 0 imply that L A q L 0 s L A s L 0 q L A .
 .  .Thus L 0 is an identity of L S .
 .3 Suppose s : A ª B is an isomorphism with A, B g S . Then
s  .  .  .0 ª A ª B ª 0 ª 0 is an exact sequence and so L B s L A q L 0 s
 .  .  .L A . So we have shown that A ( B implies L A s L B .
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 .  .4 The commutativity and associativity of the operation q on L S
come directly from these same properties of [ up to isomorphism. With
 .  .  .2 , we have proved that L S is a commutative monoid with identity L 0 .
 . X X X5 Suppose 0 s A F A F ??? F A s A is a submodule series for0 1 n
A g S with factors A s AX rAX . All AX and A are in S . For each i wei i iy1 i i
X X  X .  .have the exact sequence 0 ª A ª A ª A ª 0, so L A s L A qiy1 i i i i
 X .  .  .  .L A . A simple induction then shows that L A s L A q L Aiy1 1 2
 .q ??? qL A .n
 .6 If A, B g S have isomorphic submodules series, that is, A ; B
 .  .  .  .  .then using 3 , 4 , and 5 , we get L A s L B .
s .  .To show that ii implies i , suppose 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 is exact for
 .  .some A, B, C g S . Then C ( Brim s with im s ( A, so B has the
 .submodule series 0 F im s F B with factors isomorphic to A and C. The
module A [ C has the submodule series 0 F A [ 0 F A [ C with these
 .  .  .  .  .same factors, so A [ C ; B. By ii , L B s L A [ C s L A q L C .
Any function L which satisfies either of the conditions of this proposi-
tion will be said to respect short exact sequences in S .
w x  .  .Since the map A ¬ A from S to M S satisfies condition ii and is
 . w xsurjective, M S is a commutative monoid with identity 0 . We note also
that if AX is a submodule, factor module, or subfactor module of A g S ,
w X x w x  .then A F A in M S .
 .The monoid M S has the following universal property:
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let S be a Serre subcategory of R-Mod, N a class with
a binary operation q, and L: S ª N, a map which respects short exact
 .sequences in S . Then L factors uniquely through M S . Specifically, there
 .  .exists a unique monoid homomorphism l from M S to L S such that the
following diagram commutes:
w x 6
 .S M S
6
L
l6
 .L S
 .  . w x.  .Proof. Define the map l: M S ª L S by l A s L A for all
w x w xA g S . This is well defined because if A s B , then A ; B and, by
 .  . w x w x  . w xProposition 3.6, L A sL B . For any A , B gM S , we have l A q
w x. w x.  .  .  . w x. w x.B s l A [ B s L A [ B s L A q L B s l A q l B .
w x.  .  .Also, l 0 s L 0 which is the identity for L S . So l is a monoid
homomorphism.
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We note that, in this proposition, if N happened to be a monoid, the
homomorphism l would not be a monoid homomorphism when viewed as
 .a map to N unless, in addition, L 0 s 0. This will indeed be the case in
all the applications of the proposition we will make.
Proposition 3.7 provides a second characterization of the equivalence
relation ; for modules A, B g S , namely, A ; B if and only if the
modules A and B are indistinguishable by functions on S which respect
short exact sequences in S .
Suppose a submodule series is given for a module A and there is
another module B such that A ; B. Then the Schreier refinement theo-
rem implies that there is a refinement of the existing series in A which is
isomorphic to a submodule series in B. If B also happened to have a
submodule series given, then a second application of the theorem would
give refinements of the two given series which are isomorphic. This
 .principle is used in showing that M S is a refinement monoid:
 .PROPOSITION 3.8. For any Serre subcategory S of R-Mod, M S is a
refinement monoid.
w x w xProof. Suppose there are modules A, B, C, D g S such that A q B
w x w x  . w x w xs C q D in M S . Then A [ B s C [ D , that is, A [ B ; C [
D. From the above discussion, there are isomorphic submodule series for
these two modules which are refinements of the series 0 F A [ 0 F A [ B
and 0 F C [ 0 F C [ D. That is, there are submodule series 0 F A F1
??? F A, 0 F B F ??? F B, 0 F C F ??? F C, and 0 F D F ??? F D1 1 1
such that the series
0 F A [ 0 F ??? F A [ 0 F A [ B F ??? F A [ B1 1
and
0 F C [ 0 F ??? F C [ 0 F C [ D F ??? F C [ D1 1
are isomorphic.
The permutation that matches isomorphic factors in these submodule
 .  .series divides them into four types: 1 A rA ( C rC ; 2 A rAi iy1 j jy1 i iy1
 .  .( D rD ; 3 B rB ( C rC ; or 4 B rB ( D D for suitablej jy1 i iy1 j jy1 i iy1 j jy1
indices i, j. If we let W, X, Y, Z g S be the direct sums of the factors of
 .  .  .  . w x w xtype 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , respectively, then it is easily checked that W q X
w x w x w x w x w x w x w xs  A rA s A and, similarly, W q Y s C , X q Z si i iy1
w x w x w x w xD , Y q Z s B , that is, we have the refinement matrix
w x w xA B
w x w x w xC W Y
. /w x w x w xD X Z
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 .  .By construction, M S is a submonoid of M R-Mod for each Serre
subcategory S . In fact, we have a stronger relationship:
 .PROPOSITION 3.9. For any Serre subcategory S of R-Mod, M S is an
 .order ideal of M R-Mod .
 4Proof. Let G: R-Mod ª 0, ` be defined by
0 if A g S
G A s .  ` if A f S .
It is easily checked that G respects short exact sequences in R-Mod, so
 .  4Proposition 3.7 provides a monoid homomorphism g : M R-Mod ª 0, `
 . w x.  . y1 .such that G A s g A for all A g R-Mod. Hence M S s g 0 is an
 .order ideal of M R-Mod .
 .  .In particular, M R-Noeth is an order ideal of M R-Mod .
4. THE KRULL LENGTH OF A MODULE
The remaining ingredient that we need for the proof of the main
theorems of this paper is the Krull length function. This function is an
extension of both the composition series length and the Krull dimension.
U  4We will write Ord for the class of ordinals, Ord for Ord j y1 , and
 . UKdim A g Ord for the Krull dimension of a module A in the sense of
w xGordon and Robson 6 , when this dimension exists. The Krull dimension
of the zero module is defined to be y1. The basic properties of the Krull
dimension are
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.1. 1 Kdim A exists for any Noetherian module A.
 .2 If 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 is a short exact sequence of modules with
Krull dimension, then
Kdim B s max Kdim A , Kdim C . 4 .  .  .
w xProof. See 5, Lemma 13.3 .
 .DEFINITION 4.2. Let a g Ord. A module A is a-critical if Kdim A s a
 .and Kdim ArB - a for all nonzero submodules B of A. A module is
critical if it is a-critical for some ordinal a .
The following are simple consequences of the definition and Proposi-
tion 4.1:
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. 1 Any nonzero submodule of an a-critical module is
a-critical.
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 .2 Let A be an a-critical module with submodule series
0 s A - A F ??? F A s A.0 1 n
 .Then A is an a-critical module and Kdim A rA - a for i s 2, 3, . . . , n.1 i iy1
 .From 2 we note that any submodule series for an a-critical module has
exactly one a-critical factor.
PROPOSITION 4.4. If A is a nonzero Noetherian module, then A has a
submodule series
0 s A F A F ??? F A s A ,0 1 n
in which all factors A rA are critical modules.i iy1
w xProof. See 5, Theorem 13.9 .
 .Let A be a nonzero Noetherian module with a s Kdim A and sub-
module series as provided by the above proposition. Then, since
<Kdim A s max Kdim A rA i s 1, 2, . . . , n , 4 .  .i iy1
all factors must have Krull dimension less than or equal to a and there
must be at least one a-critical factor.
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let A be a nonzero Noetherian module and a s
 .Kdim A . Then the number of a-critical factors in a submodule series
0 s A F A F ??? F A s A ,0 1 n
in which all factors A rA are critical modules, is independent of the choicei iy1
of submodule series.
Proof. Suppose there is a second submodule series,
0 s AX F AX F ??? F AX s A ,0 1 m
whose factors are all critical modules. By the Schreier refinement theorem,
 .these two series have isomorphic refinements. Using Proposition 4.3 2 ,
there are exactly as many a-critical factors in each of the refinements as in
the original series.
DEFINITION 4.6. For a nonzero Noetherian module A we define the
Krull length of A by
Klen A s a , n g Ord = N, .  .
 .where a s Kdim A and n is the number of a-critical factors in a
submodule series for A whose factors are critical. From the above proposi-
 .tion, Klen A is well defined.
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The Krull length function can also be considered an extension of the
w x  .functions discussed by G. Krause in 7 . In his notation, Klen A s
  ..  .a , l A if Kdim A s a .a
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 be a short exact sequence
 .  .  .of nonzero Noetherian modules with Klen A s a , m and Klen C s
 .g , n . Then
¡ a , m if g - a .~ g , n if a - g .Klen B s . ¢ a , m q n if a s g . .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that A is a submod-
ule of B and C s BrA.
For each of A and C there is a submodule series with critical factors.
These can be concatenated to form a submodules series for B,
0 s A F A F ??? F A s A s C F C F ??? F C s B0 1 n 0 1 m
with critical factors.
 .  4We have b s Kdim B s max a , g , and the number of b-critical fac-
tors in this series is the sum of the number of b-critical factors in each of
the series for A and C. The claim then follows easily.
To make the function Klen into a function on R-Noeth which respects
short exact sequences, we are led to define the Krull length of the zero
module to be the symbol 0 and construct a monoid as the image of Klen:
DEFINITION 4.8. We define the monoid Krull as follows.
 .  4As a class, Krull s Ord = N j 0 . The operation q is given by
 .i 0 q 0 s 0
 .  .  .  .  .ii 0 q a , n s a , n q 0 s a , n for all a , n g Ord = N
 .  .  .iii For all a , m , g , n g Ord = N
¡ a , m if g - a .~ g , n if a - g .a , m q g , n s .  . ¢ a , m q n if a s g . .
It is easily checked that Krull is a commutative monoid, whose preorder,
when restricted to Ord = N, coincides with the lexicographic order. In
particular, Krull is Artinian. We also have that 2 x F x in Krull if and only
if x s 0.
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By construction, the map Klen: R-Noeth ª Krull respects short exact
sequences in R-Noeth, so, by Proposition 3.7, there is an induced monoid
 .homomorphism from M R-Noeth to Krull. The induced map we will also
w x.  .call Klen, that is, we define Klen A s Klen A for all A g R-Noeth. An
w x  . w x. w xelement A g M R-Noeth satisfies Klen A s 0 if and only if A s 0.
The property of this map that we need for applying Theorem 2.9 to
 .M R-Noeth is
w x w x w x w xKlen 2 A F Klen A « 2Klen A F Klen A .  .  .  .
w x« Klen A s 0 .
w x« A s 0.
5. MAIN RESULTS
We now have all the ingredients in place to apply Theorem 2.9 to the
 .monoid M R-Noeth .
 .THEOREM 5.1. The monoid M R-Noeth is strongly separati¨ e.
 )Proof. We have the monoid homomorphism Klen: M R-Noeth ª
w x  .  w x. w x.Krull such that for any A g M R-Noeth , Klen 2 A F Klen A im-
w x  .plies A s 0. Since M R-Noeth has refinement and Krull is Artinian,
 .Theorem 2.9 implies that M R-Noeth is strongly separative.
This theorem is proved using Theorem 2.9 rather than Corollary 2.10
 . w xbecause the monoid M R-Noeth is not, in general, Artinian. See 3 for
details.
Theorem 5.1 has a lot of consequences for Noetherian modules which
can be obtained by reinterpreting a relationship among modules as an
 .equation in the monoid M R-Noeth , and then applying strong separativ-
ity.
For example, the existence of any of the following types of exact
sequences in R-Noeth implies that A ; B;
0 ª A ª A [ B ª A ª 0,
0 ª A ª A [ A ª B ª 0,
0 ª A [ A ª A [ A [ B ª A ª 0.
We will prove this claim for the last example. From the given short exact
sequence we get
w x w x w xA [ A [ B s A [ A q A ,
w x w x w x  .  .and so 2 A q B s 3 A in M R-Noeth . Since M R-Noeth is strongly
 . w x w xseparative, we can apply Proposition 2.3 5 with a s A , b s B and
w x w xn s 2 to get A s B , that is, A ; B.
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For longer exact sequences we have the rule that if
b g
0 ª A ª B ª C ª D ª 0
w x w x w x w xis an exact sequence in R-Mod, then A q C s B q D . This is
proved by making the two short exact sequences
b
0 ª A ª B ª im b ª 0, .
and
g
0 ª ker g ª C ª D ª 0. .
 .  . w x w x w x w  .x w x w xSince im b s ker g , we get A q C s A q ker g q D s A
w  .x w x w x w xq im b q D s B q D .
With this rule and Theorem 5.1, the existence of either of the following
 .types of exact sequences in R-Noeth among many others implies that
A ; B:
0 ª A ª A ª A ª B ª 0,
0 ª A ª B ª A ª A ª 0.
We can also apply Theorem 5.1 in a similar way to direct sums of
Noetherian modules. For example, if A, B g R-Noeth, then
A [ A ; A [ B « A ; B.
We make a simple illustrative application of this result to Weyl algebras:
 .COROLLARY 5.2. Let R s A k be the first Weyl algebra o¨er a field k of1
characteristic 0. Then for any nonzero left ideal I F R we ha¨e I ; R.
w xProof. The ring R is left Noetherian and from 11, Theorem 2 we have
I [ R ( R [ R.
 .This corollary in some sense repairs the fact that A k fails to be a1
principal ideal domain.
 .  .Since M R-Noeth is a strongly separative order ideal in M R-Mod , we
can use Lemma 2.7 to get stronger cancellation properties which involve
modules which are not Noetherian. For example, if
0 ª C ª A ª B ª C ª 0
is an exact sequence in R-Mod with C g R-Noeth, then A ; B. Here we
w x w xuse the fact that C is isomorphic to a submodule of A and so C F A .
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For comparison with Theorem 5.5 we single out one particular result of
 .this type derived from Lemma 2.7 3 :
COROLLARY 5.3. Let A, B g R-Mod, C g R-Noeth, and n g N. If C is
n .a submodule, factor module, or subfactor module of [ A [ B , and
A [ C ; B [ C, then A ; B.
The final aim of this paper is to show that, in this corollary, we can drop
the hypothesis on C if we have A [ C ( B [ C instead of A [ C ; B [
C. To do this we need a way of cutting down the size of C in the relation
A [ C ( B [ C so that C is comparable to A [ B.
For any R-module X we define a map T : R-Mod ª R-Mod byX
<T C s im g g g Hom X , C , 4 .  .  .X R
 .that is, T C is the sum of all submodules of C which are isomorphic toX
factor modules of X. We note that if X is a direct summand of X then1
 .T X s X .X 1 1
 .  .LEMMA 5.4. For all C , C , X g R-Mod, T C [ C s T C [1 2 X 1 2 X 1
 .T C .X 2
w xProof. See 1, Proposition 8.18 .
THEOREM 5.5. If A, B g R-Mod and C g R-Noeth such that A [ C (
B [ C, then A ; B.
Proof. We apply the map T to the equation A [ C ( B [ C.A[B
 .  .We have T A s A and T B s B, so using Lemma 5.4, we getA[B A[B
X X X  .A [ C ( B [ C where C s T C .A[B
The module C is Noetherian, so CX is a finite sum of images of A [ B,
X n .that is, there is an n g N such that C is a factor module of [ A [ B .
XSince C is Noetherian, Corollary 5.3 implies that A ; B.
We should remark that this theorem is not true with the weaker
hypothesis that A [ C ; B [ C. For example, let R s Z. Then from the
short exact sequence
2
0 ª Z ª Z ª Zr2Z ª 0
w x w x w x w . x  .we get Z s Zr2Z q Z s Zr2Z [ Z . Hence 0 [ Z ; Zr2Z [ Z
but 0 ¤ Zr2Z.
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